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 As you may know, Miss Penn began a design project where form groups from
different years worked together to submit a collective amount of 800 ecobricks. These
ecobricks are a great way to prevent plastic waste making its way into landfills and
oceans; therefore, fulfilling our aim would mean we have saved 800 kilos of plastic. 
After weeks of hard work creating ecobricks, Miss Penn carefully counted them up. So,
the winning form with an amazing amount of 50 ecobricks in 1st place was 7Y4! Here
is an interview taken recently, displaying their perspective of working hard and 
winning the trophy.

    Q1. How did you make this many ecobricks? Was there a specific process you used?  
7Y4 = We worked in pairs, used plastic bottles and collected plastic. We made the
ecobricks at school and at home.  
    Q2. What did you enjoy the most whilst making these ecobricks?
7Y4 = We had the most fun whilst gathering all of the plastic. The competition and aim
of the trophy made it really excited and motivated us to keep going.  
    Q3. How long in average did it take to make an ecobrick?  
7Y4 = It took a few days to make one; however, it would take less time if the plastic
was prepared to be placed in the bottle. We made an average of 2 - 3 ecobricks per
week.  
    Q4. What different materials did you use?  
7Y4 = To fill the ecobricks, we used plastic film, plastic bags and crisp packets. Also, the
plastic packaging of fruits and vegetables. 
    Q5. Do you think your ecobricks will have a positive impact on the environment?
7Y4 = Possibly, as plastic isn’t good for the environment and ecobricks help us to
recycle and reuse.  
    Q6. What do you think these ecobricks could make?  
7Y4 = Maybe flowerbeds, benches, furniture, a wall or giant plant pots.  
    Q7. How did you feel when you knew you had won?  
7Y4 = We felt exhilerated as we put a lot of effort. in as a team. To celebrate, we sent
an email of celebration. 

By Faiza Zubair

Ecobricks!
Faiza gives us the low-down on the Ecobricks Form Time Competition!



Photos by Ms Penn

Mx Saunders and their winning form, 7Y4!



    On Monday 29th March 2021, Mrs Van
Alderwegen and Mr Sztehlo hosted
Stretford High School's first ever Earth
Hour meeting via Google Meet. Teachers
and students joined at 4pm, ready to
contribute by giving their thoughts and
ideas on different topics raised and
discussed. There was a friendly
atmosphere where you could comfortably
ask any questions and give opinions;
therefore, it was very much enjoyed and
appreciated. 
    To start the session off, the school librarian - Mr Sztehlo - recommended some books
which were related to helping the environment and inspiring young people to make a
small change in their everyday lives. 
    How to Change Everything by internationally bestselling social activist Naomi Klein
with Rebecca Stefoff is all about the variety of disasters in our world and how young
people have become young activists saving the world; however, the most important thing
yet is YOU could also join them by making small, minor changes in your life and get
involved to make OUR world a safer and better place.
    You Can Save This Planet by Richard Hough is an entertaining read where the book
leads you through an average day, revealing the impacts your everyday actions can make
in our environment. Also, this fantastic story guides you to how making tiny changes can
create a massive, positive impact towards our planet. 
    This Book Is Not Rubbish by Isabel Thomas uncovers the truth of how easy and
simple it is to reduce plastic and waste and become an eco - warrior. From banning
glitter and ditching straws YOU could no longer be an eco - worrier with full satisfaction. 
    These books are all available in the school library so you could contact Mr Sztehlo
and begin reading these amazing and inspiring books motivating all young people to
make a change for the better. 

The Earth Hour Online Event!
Faiza tells all about the Earth Hour Online Event run by Mrs Van

Alderwegen and Mr Sztehlo!



    Many people around the world took part in Earth Hour on Saturday 27th March 2021
at 8:30pm. During the Earth Hour Meeting, some teachers volunteered to share their
experiences on how they performed differently at this hour. 
    Mrs Van Alderwegen and her family spent the hour with a charged solar panel
lantern and had no meat for their dinner. They also put an awareness poster for Earth
Hour in their window - specially made by Mrs VA's daughter, Greta. 
    Ms Robinson and her cat - Jeff - spent an hour curled up on the sofa and read a
good book by candlelight. By coincidence, Ms Robinson had gone through 6 days with
no meat - A great achievement for our environment! 
    Mrs Lee and her family went on a nocturnal nature walk by the River Mersey with
night vision glasses! They saw several animals including a mole and a badger! Miss
Garrick and her family met virtually and celebrated her parents' 5 months as
vegetarians. Miss Garrick made a vegetable stir fry and her 11 year old niece cooked a
Chinese curry - Yum! 
    Mrs Midgley and her family read books by candlelight and lamps. Her son read a
book called Chilly Da Vinci which was all about a penguin who loved to invent things! 
 Mrs Van Alderwegen also created a survey on which students could answer some
questions on how much they were willing to help the planet; moreover, 125 responses
were counted.
    10.4% of students said they would attend the Earth Hour meeting and up to 53.6%
said they might attend the session. The next question asked students from 1 - 10 of how
concerned they were about climate change; therefore, 110 out of 125 students responded
saying they were concerned from 5 - 10. 
    Finally, almost a quarter of 125 ( 24% ) students had signed the petition of urging
world leaders to make a change and act more urgently on this matter. 
This was a huge achievement as many pupils were concerned about the environment
and ready to make a change. 
    To end the Earth Hour meeting, the host - Mrs Van Alderwegen - played some
inspirational music and displayed a quote by Martin Luther King, Jr. - "Even if I knew
that tomorrow the world would go to pieces, I would still plant my apple tree." This
session really motivated and encouraged many students to raise their voice to create
more awareness.

by Faiza Zubair



Over the past three weeks Year 8 has been participating in the Young Apprentice
Project. This project consists of many different activities made to better our
mindfulness, fitness, and problem solving. Furthermore, our form groups are working to
create products that we can sell for charity, and the winning form will receive a prize
as well as particular students who stand out during the course of the project.
    Due to coronavirus we have all been isolated and deprived of our normal routines
and this has affected both our physical and mental health. The Young Apprentice
Project is giving us the chance to catch up on everything we have missed out on. We
are being given the chance to be creative, get to know our classmates better and step
out of our comfort zone. In addition we are obtaining advantageous skills such as
teamwork, communication and listening, skills that we can use for the rest of our lives.
    After talking to my form tutor Ms Islam I received an exceedingly positive response
to the Young Apprentice Project. She remarked that despite it interfering with her
lessons that it “is a great project that should definitely be continued in future years.” As
a student also partaking in this project I fully agree, I believe the project is interesting
and fun and should be carried out in future years!
    To conclude, the Young Apprentice project is educating in a unique way and as we
move into Year 9 it is helping us discern new things and comprehend vital skills. I, like
many others, have enjoyed it very much.

Young Apprentice
Faatimah dishes up the goss on the Young Apprentice sessions for Year 8!

by Faatimah Lambat



Do you want to help the environment and climate change while having fun with your
family and friends or even on your own? Well then,I have the perfect solution, join the
Stretford Litter pickers!
 They are local residents tackling litter pollution and fly-tipping in the Stretford, Gorse
Hill and Longford wards of Trafford through community-led action. Their aim is to
make our and everyone’s neighbourhood a cleaner, greener place for wildlife and
residents to live and enjoy. They organise regular community litter-picking events for
those who want to clean up a neighbourhood and make it a litter-free zone. They also
work closely with Trafford Council, local businesses and community groups to target
problem areas and raise awareness about the damage caused by litter pollution and
fly-tipping. They believe we all deserve to live and work in a healthy, clean and litter-
free environment. 
    Please help them make it clear that littering and fly-tipping are unacceptable.
    It is very easy to join them, just find them on Facebook or Twitter and they will
inform you their different destinations each week where they are going to litter pick
and the most amazing thing about this is that you don't even have to worry about the
equipment, you just turn up and collect the equipment and play your part in saving our
environment!

The Stretford Litter Pickers
Pareesa tells us about the Stretford Litter Pickers and their important mission!

By Pareesa Qazi



As you may have heard, there was a
competition between all of the forms
in Year 7, 8 and 9. The theme of the
competition was books. Whichever
form borrowed the most books from
the library would win a free
breakfast from Mr Sztehlo! Every
week there was an update on which
forms were in the top 3. If your class
has been keeping track, you will
have known that the winning form
was 7X1!

Form Time Reading Competition
Seher tells all about the Form Time Reading Competition!

By Seher Safdar

    Here are some interviews from students in Mr Hamza’s form:
    Aryam Guhman - It was okay.
    Nourin Hamid - Winning didn’t really surprise me, considering the amount of books
we have read and the leaderboard each week. Though, the prize was quite exciting to
achieve as many people were taking part in the competition due to the prize. 
    Pareesa Qazi - I feel really proud as it means that we have all worked as a team to
win the award.
    Seher Safdar - I felt happy because the whole class put in effort to win the
competition.
    As you can see, this form has definitely worked together to get a tremendous
amount of books read. They were in the number one spot every week and had lots of
students going to the mobile library each day. This competition has meant that people
have read books more often and read books that they maybe wouldn't choose to read.
You may even enjoy reading even more!



As many of you know, the lockdown restrictions were supposed to ease on the 21st
of June as, according to the former Health Secretary Matt Hancock, it was safe
enough to start going back to ‘normal’ again. This meant no more masks, social
distancing and best of all being able to go about as normal in school and participate
in things such as sports day, going on trips and being able to do science
experiments!
    Sadly due to recent increase of the delta variant the cases have risen once again
with many being of the new variant. The reason that it is getting even worse is
because 18-24 year olds are where the new variant is spreading the most. With it
being even more contagious than any other variant, the government has made it their
top priority to get the last people vaccinated.
    As such, the end of lockdown has been postponed until the 19th of July. The
suggested main reason for the postponement is due to the lack of vaccinations in
people aged 18-24 year olds, the only group left to receive their vaccines. Very soon
the whole UK population will have been offered the vaccine allowing us to have some
sort of ‘normality’. It is suggested  we can do the things that have been inaccessible
throughout the whole of 2020 and part of this year. We spoke to some students in
Year 7 and some of the staff in our school to ask them about their thoughts on the
postponement of COVID restrictions.

Coronavirus Restrictions End!

Former
Health

Secretary
Matt Hancock



I think that it is bad that it has been postponed because there is no point in
keeping the rules the same if the cases are starting to decrease. 

- Maheen Agha
The lockdown being postponed is good and bad because it helps us in a way of
safety but bad because we can’t meet our friends and family as normal.

- Pareesa Qazi
It’s absolutely preposterous because we don’t get to see family and our relatives.
However, for the benefit of others, I don’t mind making the sacrifice.

-Mr Hamza
In my opinion, nothing has really changed since lockdown ended so it doesn’t
really matter. As long as I can do some things as normal, it’s fine.

- Zach Valentine

By Seher Safdar

The Hub is a welcoming space for any pupil to
access. We help look after pupil's wellbeing
and mental health in a comfortable, open
environment. The hub team are all very friendly
and supportive - we are always here for
anyone who needs us. Whether you need a
chat with someone, a space to breathe, or even
a good laugh, we will be there!  

You can come visit us or send us an email if
you need to speak to someone:
hub@stretfordhigh.com.

Remember it's okay not to be okay.
 

Do YOU - or someone you
KNOW - need the HUB?

mailto:hub@stretfordhigh.com


It's not everyday a footballer causes a global drinks company to lose over $4 billion In
market value! Simply by moving 2 glass bottles. Who ever thought footballers had such
an impact?
    On 14th June Juventus and Portuguese footballer Cristiano Ronaldo in a pre-match
interview created a stir by moving two Coca-Cola bottles away from his table and
saying in Portuguse ”Water”. The small gesture of moving the brands drinks went viral
and by doing this he caused Coca-Cola to lose 1.6% in shares, which may not seem like
a lot, but it was equivalent to a loss of $4 billion. The Man with over 550 million
followers has shown what an impact celebrities and role-models can have. 
    The company took the action lightly and showed little interest in the affairs but
tweeted out, “everyone is entitled to their drink preferences”. Other companies have
tried to use the situation to their advantage, such as Evian. They tweeted out "couldn't
have said it better ourselves! #stayhydrated #drinktrue #CR7".
    However your see it, Russian Coach Stanislav Cherchesov saw the funny side and
after a 1-0 win he picked up a bottle of Coke and took a few sips and said, “What? I like
Coke!”

Cristiano Ronaldo says NO to COKE

By Fazal Iqbal



Laurel Hubbard, aged 42, has been included on the New Zealand weightlifting team and will
be the first transgender woman to participate in the Olympics. The weightlifter is grateful and
appreciates competing in the Olympics for her country. “I am grateful and humbled,” says the
athlete.
This is a massive step towards progress within the competitive sports industry and in the
acceptance of LGBTQ+ people’s rights. But sadly the public has been split in two when it
comes to Hubbard having an advantage when competing in the sports. There are three sides
to the argument: First, some say that Hubbard has a significant advantage when it comes to
strength and power because she went through male puberty. Secondly, others think that she
has no advantage at all and she has to compete with the help of testosterone, and lastly,
there are some people who are sitting on the fence. 
Recently a sports scientist Timothy Roberts has proven that you can have certain advantages
if you're a transgender woman who has gone through male puberty and then transitioned.
The test involved multiple sports tasks. Timothy had found out that prior to starting hormones
they had performed fewer push-ups and different running times than cisgender men in the
control group but after a year of being in the treatment those differences disappear. The trans
men were comparable to the cisgender men before treatment and exceeded them after a year
on testosterone with situps. Timothy said this about the experiment: “It's a comparable
situation, where you have someone doing whatever they can to maintain or improve their
abilities.”
It is truly fascinating that we have a transgender woman in the Olympics although some
people say that Laurel shouldn’t be competing in the traditional Olympics, and that she and
other transgender athletes should be given a tournament for themselves similar to the
Paralympics for disabled olympians. The main question is would it get enough publicity?
Would it be popular? And can it be accepted by the people who aren’t part of the LGBTQ+
community? Some may see this as a better alternative rather than the constant debate that
transgender people have an advantage over people who are cisgender. This means they are
on an equal playing field as some may say.
Disclaimer: trans rights are human rights - we must not allow bigotry and hatred against
trans and other marginalised groups of people.

First transgender woman to
compete in the Olympics

By Jaden Johnson-Davis



Have a small picnic in your garden with your family or friends!- in the case of
lockdown we can't go out and have fun so why not just stay in and have fun!
Organise a ‘you’ day!- have some time on yourself do the things you like to do
(obviously if your parents allow you to and it's not dangerous)
Do random cooking!- Go inside your kitchen and pick out some ingredients and
then search up on youtube or any other platform you would prefer, what you could
make with the ingredients you already have at home
Write a song/rap!- just keep writing some phrases and words which appeal and
attract you and then make a song out of them!
Plant some fruits and vegetables! - get the seed of any vegetable or fruit you have
available at home and plant them in your garden! You can even watch a tutorial to
see what you need to expect from the plant at each stage of growth!
Plan the next thing you would want to change in the future or even now! - have a
clear goal of what you want to change about you, the world, environment, your
room, literally anything!

What to do over summer?

By Pareesa Qazi

We all have to agree, it has been a really
challenging and tough year for all of us,
whether you are in year 10, 8, 7 or even 9
and the key workers (especially the
teachers!), we have all coped with it really
well and we all sure do deserve a long 6
week summer holiday. Most of the people
are going to go to their family’s houses or
visit the park or maybe just hang around
with their friends, but we never know
what coronavirus has got to bring for us
over the summer holiday (hopefully the
cases stay stable and controlled) so we
always have to be ready, and in that case,
here are 5 things to do over the summer:



The  Carnegie Awards are the UK’s oldest and best-loved children’s book awards,

recognising outstanding reading experiences created through writing in books for

young adults. Some of your favourite titles have won the Carnegie Medal - Northern

Lights by Philip Pullman, The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo, and The Graveyard Book

by Neil Gaiman just to name a few! This year we had a fantastic range of nominees

- and here are Lily, and Simab! to tell you about them:

The Carnegie Awards, 2021!
Some of our Year 10s read some of the books nominated

for the Carnegie Award - find out about them below!

LILY: I enjoyed reading Elizabeth Acevedo's Clap When You

Land for multiple reasons, but the main one is the storyline. I

thought the events in the story, written from the perspectives

of two sisters, one living in New York and one in the

Dominican Republic, were described in a compelling way and

encompassed lots of  themes such as grief, family and

trusting yourself. I liked reading about the same events from

the two different perspectives and thought it was written

cleverly. I also liked reading about their contrasting lives and

how they face their grief after their father's death and how

that brings them together.

FAY: I love books that are written in verse, and just from the

amazing cover art of Run, Rebel by Manjeet Manh I could tell

that it was going to be great. It is easy to read and flows

really well, I read most of it within a day. I really connected

to Amber’s feelings of insecurity with friends and peers and it

was good to see her develop and mature througout the book

and come to understand herself better.



This year's winner was Jason Reynolds's Look Both Ways! There are 10 copies in the
library so if you are interested in reading it just let Mr Sztehlo know. When the bell
rings and school is finished for the day, the walkers are finally set free. For ten blocks
they have no-one telling them what to do; they can talk about bogies, skateboard, plan
dramatic escapes, make jokes, face bullies, and hear about the school bus that fell from
the sky… In ten stories (one per block), find out what really happens on the walk home
from school, when there are no parents or teachers to supervise (or stop the fun!).
From hilarious escapades to brave challenges, join the walkers for one journey and
many, many detours…

By Lily Green and Fay Pare



All Boys Aren't Blue: A Memoir Manifesto About Growing Up
Black and Queer by George M. Johnson

This powerful book follows journalist and LGBTQ+ activist George
M. Johnson as they explore their childhood, adolescence, and
college years, growing up under the duality of being black and
queer. From memories of getting their teeth kicked out by bullies at
age five to their loving relationship with their grandmother, to their
first sexual experience, the stories wrestle with triumph and
tragedy and cover topics such as gender identity, toxic masculinity,
brotherhood, family, inequality, consent, and Black joy.

Rick by Alex Gino
Rick's never questioned much. He's tagged along with his best
friend Jeff, even when Jeff's acted like a bully. He's let his Dad joke
with him about girls, even though it makes him feel uncomfortable.
Everyone around him seems to think that they've figured him out.
But the truth is, Rick hasn't given his own identity much thought.
Now Rick's in middle school, and it's a place of new possibilities.
With the help of his new friends that he meets at the Rainbow
Spectrum club, Rick embarks on a journey to find out who he is.

The Gender Games by Juno Dawson
'It's a boy!' or 'It's a girl!' are the first words almost all of us hear
when we enter the world. Before our names. And two years ago, as
Juno Dawson went to tell her mother she was a woman, she
started to realise just how wrong we've been getting it.
Gender isn't just screwing over trans people, it's messing with
everyone. From little girls who think they can't be doctors to
teenagers who come to expect street harassment. From exclusionist
feminists to 'alt-right' young men. As her body gets in line with her
mind, Juno tells not only her own story, but the story of everyone
who is shaped by society's expectations of gender - and what we
can do about it.

PRIDE READS!
Take a look at some recommended reads to celebrate PRIDE MONTH.



Many people enjoy reading as a hobby or even as a way to entertain themselves. So, in
order to fulfill this enjoyment, here are several book recommendations from various genres.
These reading suggestions have been given by different students around school. This means
that there is a narrative that fits perfectly with your preferences of themes and storylines.  

Some Book Recommendations for Summer
Faiza recommends some of her favourite books to read this summer!

Some Places More Than Others by Renèe Watson
Amara desperately wants to visit family in New York for her 12th
birthday and find out more about her father’s roots. But when she
finally gets there, the family relationships and situations are far from
her idealised expectations. New York is very different from her home
in Oregon and, arriving in the city, she’s plunged into a whole new
world. Moreover, it’s a world with a powerful history that speaks
deeply to Amara and leads to surprising revelations about people she
loves and her own sense of self. 

Watership Down by Richard Adams  
Possibly the best and most well-known animal adventure. Fiver has a
sixth sense for danger and he persuades Hazel to lead a group of
rabbits escape certain disaster and search for a new home. This
narrative is a survival and adventure novel featuring a small group of
rabbits, set in southern England. They live in their natural wild
environment, possessing their own culture, poetry and language.

The Island At The End Of Everything by Kiran Millwood Hargrave  
A thought provoking and atmospheric story about Amihan, who lives
on an island affected by a leprosy outbreak. Forced to leave, she finds
some unlikely allies on her quest to return home. Amihan lives with
her sick mother on an island where the sea is as blue as the sky. It’s
all she knows and loves, but the arrival of a cruel government official -
Mr Zamora - changes her world for ever.  
    Reading can increase your imagination’s potential. Find these
books in the school library or any of your local libraries. Enjoy these

adventures and take yourself on unique journeys. Remember to read and fulfill your heart’s
content. 



For being humble, caring and unique.

These are the heroes 
Who work hard everyday 
When they realised it’s finally May 
So they can relax and have a normal day 

These are the heroes 
Who makes you feel comfortable
And let you be free if you are vulnerable 
That lets them believe honorable 

These are the heroes 
Who always are thoughtful 
And start their day by being delightful 
Which makes them feel helpful

These are the heroes 
Who always are encouraging 
Which is motivating 
And you feel challenging 

For all the staff and teachers out there.

The Real Life Hero

By Anabia Ahmed

Anabia shares with us another inspirational poem for teachers and staff. 



Comics

By Hafza Osman Ali
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We'll be back soon with more award-winning news!

ARTISTS
Hafza Osman Ali
Anabia Ahmed

STAFF FACILITATORS
Mr Sztehlo

THANKS FOR READING!


